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INTRODUCTION 
Let C be an algebraic curve of genus two over a finite field F, (p > 3, 
q = pf), and T = ZZ + n’ be a divisor nC x C composed of the graph ZZ of 
the qth power Frobenius morphism of C and its transpose n’.The purpose 
of this paper is to give some sufficient conditions forthe liftability of (C,T) 
to characteristic zero.
Examples of such liftings have been known for the Hecke correspondences 
of Shimura curves associated o quaternion algebras over totally real number 
fields. On the other hand, Y. Ihara looks at them from a new standpoint. In 
[4, 71, he developed some basic theory for the liftability of (C, 7’) (in 
arbitrary genus, including p = 2). He proved among others that the 
obstruction o theexistence of infinitesimal liftings of (C, r) can be regarded 
as a linear form over the set of regular differentials of degree q + 1 on C with 
additional conditions, and he obtained many examples ofC, such that (C, T) 
lifts ocharacteristic zero.
In this paper, we shall apply his method to curves of genus two. Our main 
result (Theorem 1) claims that, ifthe action fthefth power y’ of the Cat-tier 
operator on the dlflerentials of the first kind on C is not identically 0, then 
there exists a lifting of (C, T) to the ring of Witt vectors over F,. When 
genus two and p > 3, we can regard the obstruction as an element of the dual 
space of the fixed one-dimensional sp ce 
V= (w,wz - wywZ ] o,, o2 are the differentials 
of the first kind on C). 
Furthermore, in this case, the liftability of T isequivalent to that of the 
correspondence class of T (or the endomorphism nduced from T of the 
Jacobian variety of C) (Theorem 2). 
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Our sufftcient conditions are not complete enough to determine allcurves 
C of genus two for which (C, ZJ is liftable, ut they show that here exists 
really a lifting of (C, 7’) for most of genus cwo curves. For example, when 
q = p = 3, every curve over F, admits a lifting to ether with T. There xists 
a lifting of (C, T) when q = p = 5 except for five curves, and when q = p = 7 
except for four curves. For these exceptions there exist nosymmetric liftings 
to the ring of p-adic ntegers. 
We add that, when p = 2, the situation is different as inthe table in [7, 
Section 3.21. Finally, Ihara pplied liftings of (C, 7’) to the fundamental 
group of C. The references in this direction are [5,6]. 
We state our main results in Section 1.In Section 2, we explain some 
known results in the lifting theory of(C, T), and give arelation between the 
obstruction o the liftability of T and that of the associated invertible sheaf. 
In Section 3, we calculate explicitly the dual space of H’(N,), where N, 
denotes the normal sheaf of T. The proofs are in Section 4. We give some 
examples inSection 5. 
1. MAIN RESULTS 
In this paper, weshall use the same definitions as in [7]. First westate 
chief definitions and notation. Theword “(algebraic) curve” will mean a 
proper smooth geometrically irreducible alg braic curve over afield. 
p: a prime number >3. 
F, : the finite $ ld with qelements. 
R : a complete discrete valuation ring with residue field F,. 
R, = R/m”+ ’(n > 0), where m is the maximal ideal ofR, and A denotes 
a fixed prime element. We shall identify, freely, m”/m”+’ with R/m. 
Let C be an algebraic curve over F,; then 
ZZ: the graph on C x C of the qth power Frobenius morphism. 
II’ :the transpose ofII. 
T=l7+Il’. 
We shall consider T as a closed reduced subscheme ofC x C. 
0, (resp. O,,,): the tangent sheaf of C (resp. C x C). 
N,: the normal sheaf of T. 
W, = H”(Opr), W= W,, where Q, denotes the sheaf of regular 
differentials of C over F,. 
We call Q a lifting of C to R, if Q is a proper smooth R-scheme such that 
0 OR F, = C. A triple (@Y, Q’; a) is called a lifting of(C, 7) to R, if the 
following conditions are atisfied. 
GY’, V’are liftings of C to R. 
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d is an R-flat closed subscheme of 59 x q’, such that 
KX (wxw’) CC x ‘7 = T. 
Sometimes wewrite simply d instead of(%?‘, 59’; a), when there is no fear of 
confusion. A lifting (g, %?I; a) is called symmetric, if E = %Y’ and ‘d = 6. 
When symmetric, we write briefly (@Y, W). 
Let C be an algebraic curve of genus two over F,. As is well known, C is 
a hyperelliptic curve.For a suitable polynomial F(x) of degree 5 or 6 over Fq 
without multiple roots, C is isomorphic to the smooth compactification of a 
plane curve defined byyz = F(x). Ifq > 7, we can choose F(x) with degree 6. 
Denote by p the hyperelliptic involution (x, y) ++ (x, -y) of C. Let g be a 
lifting of C to R. Then p lifts uniquely toan automorphism ofg. We also 
call it the hyperelliptic involution of GY. Automorphisms of$9 act on GY x 5!? 
in natural manner. Our main results are the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Put q = pf. If the action fthe fth power yf of the Cartier 
operator on the dtflerentials of the first kind on C is not identically 0, there 
exists a ymmetric l fting (G?‘, a) of (C, T) to R. Furthermore, we can find 
which is invariant by he action fthe hyperelliptic involution of %?. 
Denote by Jc the Jacobian variety of C. Then T induces the 
endomorphism 7t + n’ on Jc, where 7c is the qth power Frobenius 
endomorphism ofJc and n’ its image by the Rosati involution of Jc. 
THEOREM 2. Let $7 be a lifting of C to R. Then T lifts on V x E if and 
only tf n+ 7~’ lifts to an endomorphism of the Picard scheme J, of Q relative 
to Spec R. In this case there exists a ymmetric l fting of T on G? X Q which 
is invariant by he action fthe hyperelliptic involution of 59’. 
The following proposition, which gives arelation between automorphisms 
of C and the liftability of T, is useful todecide the liftability of T (especially 
for curves not satisfying the condition of Theorem 1). 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume C has an automorphism u over F,, satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(i) the order of o is not divisible by p;
(ii) 
ax + b x0=--, 
cx + d y”= (cxyd)’ a,b,c,d,eEF,, 
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Then there xists a symmetric lifting (S??, a) of (C, T) to R, such that u lifts 
to an automorphism of @ and d is invariant by the actions ofthe liftings of 
p and u. 
2. THE OBSTRUCTION TO THE LIFTABILITY 
Let C be a curve of genus g> 2 over Fq. We state briefly thelifting theory 
of (C, T) used in this article. 
By Grothendieck’s algebraizability theorem, the set of equivalence classes 
of liftings (SY, Q’; a) to R is, by the base change OR R,, in a one-to-one 
correspondence withthat of equivalence classes ofinfinite sequences 
{(C, CA ; T,J}F=, of successive liftings to R,. Therefore, our problem is 
reduced to finding infinitesimal liftings to R, of a given lifting 
(Cn--l, CA-,; T,-,) of (C, T) to R,-,. 
Now we shall explain the obstruction o the existence of infinitesimal 
liftings. Let (C,-, , CA-r ;T,-,) be a lifting of (C, T) to R,- r. First, fix a 
lifting C, x CA of C,-, x CA-, to R,. Then we can define canonically the 
obstruction class obs(T,-,, C  x CA) in H’(N,), whose vanishing is 
equivalent to the @ability of T,-, on C, x CL. The definition of 
obs(T,-, , C x CA) is the following (cf. [ 11, Lecture 231). 
Let { Vf-, )be a sufficiently fine affine open covering of C, _ r X CA _, . Let 
Vi (resp. V”) be the open subscheme ofC, x CA (resp. C x C) having the 
same base space as Vi-r. We may assume that our afftne open covering is 
so fine that T, _, is defined by a single equation f i-, = 0 on Vi-, .Denote 
by f a the element of r( V*, @cXc) corresponding to f i- r . Put &;I!!, = 
f;l-,/!fL ?'= f"/f &. Now lift  i-, arbitrarily to fi EI'(V~,@c-xc;), 
and also lift e !! r arbitrarily to E:”EI’( Vi“, Fc,Xcf) (Vi” = Vi f~ Vz). Then 
f i- i$‘f; = nng*fl, gAfl E r(Vnr, @cpcxc), and{ 2“/f ‘) determines a l- 
cocycle ofN, ; its cohomology class, not depending onthe choices of
{y-,\,f;l-1,f:, &;1’3is the obstruction obs(T,-, , C X CA). 
Suppose that T,- r lifts onC, X CA. The set of all iftings of T,- , on 
C, x CA forms aprincipal homogeneous space of H’(N,). Let T,, be its 
arbitrary lifting defined by a local equation f i = 0 on Vi. The action f< = 
{ gt} E H’(N,) on T, is defined as follows. Letg;* be a representative of gt 
on @cpcxc(T), and g”an element ofr( V’, @cXc) corresponding to gA*by the 
isomorphism r( VA, @cXc(7’)) N r(V’, @&,-) with respect tof *. Then 
{f ;1+ n”g’} determines another lifting of T,-, on C, x Ci (denote by
T, + <). Therefore, we define the action f< to be the map which assigns T, 
to T, + l. 
Next, we vary liftings of C,_, x CA _ r to R,. As is well known, the set of 
all iftings of C,- , x CA_ r to R, (up to isomorphisms) forms aprincipal 
homogeneous space of HL(OCXC) N H’(O,) @ H’(O,) in the standard way, 
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namely, the action of 13 = (@’ ) E H’(O,,,) on C, x CL is defined as 
follows. Let v au; v:: llrr --+ v;1 Iarc be an inJnitesima1 automorphism ofViP 
corresponding to 6 Irr The scheme obtained byglueing the schemes Vi via . 
the isomorphisms IJ?” which is another lifting of C,- r X CA ~, to R, is the 
transform bythe action of 0 on C, X Ci. We denote it by C, X CL + 8. 
Denote by 
@: H’(Ocxc) -+ H’(N,) 
an Fq-linear map induced from the canonical homomorphism O,, c + N,. 
The following relation is of a standard nature and can be checked directly. 
obs(T,-,,C,xC:,+O) 
= obs(T,_, , C, X CA) + Q(0), I9 E H’(O,..). 
Consequently, theelement of Coker(H’(O,,c) -+ H’(N,)) represented by 
obs(T, _ r , C, x Ck) is independent of he choice of liftings of C, _, x CA _ r 
to R,; it vanishes ifand only if (C,-,, CA-,; T,-,) lifts oR,. 
When (C, _, , T,, _,) is symmetric, and we consider only the existence of its 
symmetric liftings, we can replace H’(N,), H’(N,), Coker(H’(O,,c) + 
H’(W) by H’WT)sym~ H”Wsym~ CokeW’(%.),,, --$ HIPA,A 
respectively, in the above argument, where the subscript “sym” denotes the 
subspace of symmetric elements. We shall identify H‘(OCXC)sym with 
H’(O,). 
By [7, Section 2.41, the dual H’(N,)’ of H’(N,) is described explicitly by 
using regular dlflerentials of degree q + 1 on C. Put q = pf. Take w, w’ E W 
(#O). Let Q be a closed point of C, t, a prime lement at Q. For a E W,, 1, 
ap denotes the residue class of a/(dt,)q+’ at Q. Denote by rcc the residue 
field at Q. Then 
H’(N,)’ = {(a, a’) 1 a, a’ E W,, , , such that a, + a;P = 0, 
at each closed point Q of C with deg Q < 2), (1) 
Ker(H’(N,)’ -+ H’(OcXc)‘) 
= {(a, a’) E H’(N,)’ 1yf(a/wq) = yf(a’/w’q) = 0}, (2) 
H’(WI,, = Ia E W,+ 1 I trK,,F,(aa) = 0, 
at each closed point Q of C with deg Q < 2), (3) 
Ker(H’(N,)&,, -+ H’(O,)‘) = {a E H’(N,)&,, / yf(a/w”) = O}. (4) 
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The rest of this ection will be concerned with the study of the relation 
between the obstructions t  the liftability of T and to the liftability of the 
associated invertible sheaf. Let (C, _, , T, _ I) be a symmetric lifting of (C, T) 
to R,-,, and B(T,,- )the invertible sheaf associated with T,- , on 
C,- 1 x C,- 1. Fix a lifting C, of C,- 1 to R,. Then we can define the 
obstruction class obs(@(T,- 1), C,) in H*(L&~), whose vanishing is
equivalent to the liftability of B(T,- ,) on C, x C, [3, Expost III, 
Proposition 7.11. The definition of bs(@(T,- 1), C,) follows. We use the 
same notation as in the definition of obs(T,- 1,C, x CA). Then 
It can be easily checked that {hnu”} isa 2-cocycle of pcXc ;its cohomology 
class not depending on the choices of{ Vi- ,}, E:!!, , E;” is the obstruction 
obs(W,- A, C,). 
Let 
be a linear map induced from the xact sequence 
Then the following relation ca be checked directly from the definition: 
q$obs(T,-,  C, x C,)) = obs(fl(T,,- ,), C ). 
Denote by rp,,, the restriction of cp toH’(N,),,,. By Kiinneth formula, 
H2vc,,) = WFP,) o,,wQ; 
therefore, 
fP(@&)’ N W@, w. 
We identify H2(@cXc)’ with W OF4 W. By this identification, the dualof 
rp sym can be expressed as follows. 
LEMMA 1. The linear map q,*,,,,: H2(@cXc)’ + II’(N defined by 
w, 0 co* w Woo, - w,w;, W,,f&E w 
is rhe dual of tps,,,,. 
Proof: For an auxiliary purpose, take arational function t C which is 
not a pth power in the function field ofC, and put x= pr:(t), y = prf(f) and 
f = (x -- y”)( y - x4), where pr,: C x C + C (i = 1,2) are the projections. Let 
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{U’} be a sufftciently fine afftne open covering of C, such that T is defined 
by the local equation 
fA = (xA - (y”)“)(y” - (2)“) on U”XU’, 
=l outside T, 
where x1 = prt(t”), y’t= pr,“(?), forasuitable choice ofregular function t’ 
on U’. 
Denote by NF the image of the canonical sheaf homomorphism 
0 cxc + N,. Then H’(NO,)-+ H’(N,) is surjective, for the support ofN,/NF 
is in l7nl7’. Therefore, for each [E H’(N,), we can take arepresentative 
cocycle from NF . 
Now adopt he xplicit presentation of NF in [7, Section 2.41. Let U be a 
small afftne open set of T. Then 
Let 
be a representative cocycle from NOT. Put 
As is easily checked bydefinition, 
g *r = 
is a representative of cau on r(UAP x Ua”, 8cPCXE(T)). Therefore, ~(0 can be 
described y 2-Tech cocycle with respect to he aflne open covering ( V” = 
uaxuA}u{w ‘3.“=Ua~Ua’-T)ofCXCasfollows. 
on VA n Vu n V”, 
g *r on Va n V@ n WV+‘, 
0 on 
I 
VA n WUd4’ n Wu.“‘, 
W*J’n Wfl4 n w”,u’. 
Clearly wemay compute separately he images of [r and & by 9. 
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Let c’(n) be an element ofH’(pr: np @ prf @c) defined by 
(dx”)q (dxa)q 
y’ - (x”)” - y* - (xA)” 
on VA n VW, 
(dx’)” 
- y* - (x”)” 
0 
Then rp(c,) isthe cup product of c’(ZZ) and c,, and (p(&) is the cup product of 
‘~‘(17) and&. The proof is based on the following sublemma. 
SUBLEMMA. Let {wr}fzl be a basis for W, and (ci}fzl (&= {lf*}) its 
dual basis for HI(&). Then 
c'(H)= t co;@&. 
i=l 
Proof of sublemma. Let A c C x C be the diagonal (regard it as a divisor 
on C x C), and c(d) EH’(f2&,) the cohomology class defined byA. By 
Matsumura [ 10, Proposition 11.2bis and Remark, pp. 75-61, 
C(A)=- ~ CuioC- ~ rioOi+rl, 
iY1 i=l 
where rl= ‘I, + q2, q1 E H’(Qc) 0 HO(%), ‘12 E H’(4) 0 H’(flc). 
Hence the cohomology class c,(d) of H’(prr 0, 0 pr? @c) defined by 
dx” dxa 
yu-xr -yLxa on V* n V”, 
dx” 
-m on VA n WY+‘, 
0 on WAJ’ n WW*U’, 
is Cf= I wi @ ri - ql. On the other hand, the image of c,(d) by the map 
prl* R, 0 pr2* @c-+ pr: a? 0 prz* 4, 
w@actcoq@a, 
is equal to c’(n). This ettles theproof of the sublemma. 
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Now we shall prove the duality between pPsym and q,*,,. Put 
By sublemma, 
Then 
On the other hand, 
8 
(cl3 wkw?) = s c/j<j, uk = C/k, 
j=l ) 
5 Cttj9 U/ = Cl,. 
j=l 
Hence the dual of H’(N,)+ H*(@&,) is 
w, 0 w2 w (-w,@, @w*), (u1,qE W), 
and the dual of H’(N,),,, --) II!~(@~~~) is 
w, @ w2 + -u,w; + w~02. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
3. H'(N,)' OF HYPERELLIPTIC URVES 
As before let p be the hyperelliptic involution of a hyperelliptic curve C. 
Denote by H’(N,)&, the subspace ofall p-invariant elements ofH’(N,)&, .
The proofs of our theorems are based on the fact hat, when genus two, the 
subspace H1(NT):&, of W,, 1 can be calculated explicitly. In this ection we
proceed to this calculation. 
First, we consider hyperelliptic curves of arbitrary genus. Let F(x) = a, + 
u,x+ *** + u2,,x2” bea polynomial ofdegree 2n - 1 or 212 over Fq without 
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multiple roots, and C the smooth compactification of an afftne plane curve 
over Fq defined byy2 = F(x). Then C is a hyperelliptic curveof genus g= 
n- 1. 
LEMMA 2. A basis for W,, , can be chosen as follows. 
Cli =--$ (dx)q+l, O<i<(q+ l)(g- 11, 
and 
~j=~ (dx)qt’, O<j<q(g- 1)-2. 
We wish to determine th subspace H’(N,) of Wq+l @ Wq+I. Recall 
formula (1) of Section 2 defining this ubspace. Thenecessary data for this 
are the values ofai/(dx)q+‘, andj.?j/(dx)qt ’ at each Fq2-rational p intof C. 
Then, from the formula aQ+ abq = 0, we get alinear equation over F, with 
respect to he basis {ai, pi} of W,, I. A pair of linear combinations of ai, pj 
belongs toH’(N,)’ if and only if their coefficients sati fy this linear 
equation. We shall describe this equation in asimpler form. 
Let {(x,, f y,), (x2, +JJ&,..., (x,+ y,)} be the full representatives of F,- 
conjugacy classes of the set of all F,,-rational geometric points with x# co 
of c. Put 
0 1 . . . 1 
0 Xl X, 
0 x; 
1 Xylm-l) ... x(4+ l)(g- 1) 
I 
0 Yl . . . Y, 
0 XlYl XrY, 
0 
112 qcg-11-Z 
a2n Xl Yl ... r 
,+-1)-Z 
Y, 
Take m E F, which is not a square element ofF,. Decompose as
z,=x,+y,Jm, z,=x,+ Y,Jm, 
481/83/Z-II 
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where all entries of X, , X,, Y, , Y, are lements of F,. Put 
a = v ciai + 1 Cj/lj, 
7 j 
a’ = y c(ai + x Ciei, 
j 
Ci,~j,CI,C~EFq, 
a=(...~~...), b=(...cj...), a’=(...~; . ..). b’=(...tj . ..). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let C be as above. Then 
(i) -(a, a’) belongs to H’(N,)’ if and only if aZ, + a’%, = 0, and 
bZ, + b’Z, = 0 (Z implies the matrix obtained byraising all entries tothe 
qth power); 
(ii) a belongs toH’(N,)&,, ifand only if aX, = 0 and bX, = 0. 
The proof is by direct omputations and will be omitted. 
When genus two, and we consider thehyperelliptic nvolution, H’(N,)& 
can be calculated.explicitly as in the following. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let C be of genus two. Then H’(N,)&, is generated 
over E;, by 
a 0.1 = + (dx)q+‘. 
In other words, in view of Lemma 1, 
a)&“: fwT)&l -wTxXC) 
is injective, wh re cp&, denotes the restriction of rpto H’(N,)&,. 
Proof: First, note that ai is invariant by p, while pi is not. Consider X, in 
Proposition 2. The second row and the (q + 1)th row are equal, because 
those of Z, are conjugate ov r F,. On the other hand, since any element of
F, U {co }is an x coordinate of some F+-rational point of C, the rank of X, 
is exactly equal to q + 1. The solutions of the linear equation 
xX,=0, x = (x0, XI ,*-*, xq+ ), 
are x= (0, x1, 0,..., 0, xq, 0), x1 + xq = 0. Therefore, H’(N,)& is generated 
by ao,l. 
4. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
We begin with preliminary lemmas concerned with automorphisms of 
curves. Let X be a curve over Fq’,, and G a group of F,-automorphisms of X, 
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with ]G ] f 0 (mod p). Let X,, be a lifting of X to R ,, .We call G, a lifting of 
G to X,, if G, is a group of R,-automorphisms of X,,which is isomorphic 
to G by the base change OR, F,. The group G, also acts on X,, XX, in 
natural manner. Inorder to apply the technique us d in [ 7, Section 21 to our 
case, weneed the next lemma, for we cannot use the uniqueness of liftings. 
LEMMA 3. Let X, X,, G, G, be as above. Put 
X n-1 =X,, O&L,, G,-,=(gnOR,R.-1lgnEG,}. 
Let T,-, be a symmetric lifting of T on X, _ 1 X X, _, , and invariant by the 
action of G,-, . Then, if T,-, lifts onX, x X,,, there xists a symmetric 
lifting of T,, _, which is invariant by the action of G, . 
Proof. If T,- I lifts on X,, xX,, there exists a ymmetric lifting of T,- 1 
on X, x X, (cf. [7, Section 2.4, Theorem 1’ Remark I). Since we fix X,, the 
set of all symmetric liftings of T,- , on X,, x X, forms a principal 
homogeneous space of H”(NT)sym (cf. Section 2). Let T, be any symmetric 
lifting of T,-, on X, x X,. As before T,, +< denotes the transform f T,, by 
the action f< E H”(NT)sym. 
Then, for any u, E G,, 
holds, where u= on OR. Fb. 
By the assumption that T,-, is invariant by on-, = un OR R,-, , T? is 
also a lifting of T,-, hence there exists anelement <,of H’(N,),,, such 
that T;” = T,, +<, . Furthermore, for any u,, , r, E G, , 




T’“n = T’ 
n n, for all u, E G,. 
This proves the lemma. 
As for the liftings of automorphisms of a curve, we make use of the 
following. 
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LEMMA 4. Let X be a curve of genus >2 over F,. Let G be a group of 
F,-automorphisms of X,with /G/ ~4 0 (mod p). Then there xist a lifting SC 
of X to R, and a group Y of R-automorphisms of X which lifts G.
ProoJ Suppose, for some n > 1, that here xist a lifting X,-, of X to 
R n-, and a group G,- , of R,- ,-automorphisms of X,- 1 which lifts G.Let 
X, be any lifting of X,- 1 to R,. By [3, Exposi: III, Corollaire 5.61, for each 
u n _, E G, _ 1, there is an associated obstruction class 0(X,, a) of H’(O,); it 
vanishes ifand only if anel lifts oan R,-automorphism of X,, where o = 
u n-1 oi? - n , Fb. As can be easily verified from the definition, we have 
6) 8(X”, or> = w, 9 TjU + 0(X, 301, for u, t E G. 
On the other hand, if we replace X, by X, + < (<E H’(OX)), 
(ii) w, + t 0) = 6(x, 90) + (r - to>. 
Therefore, if we put 
0(X,, a) = < - co, for any u E G by (i), hence 0(X, - c, o) = 0, by (ii). 
Hence G,-, lifts to X,. Finally, by induction and Grothendieck’s 
algebraizability theorem, X and G lift toR. 
The following lemma is an analogue of[7, Section 2.5, Lemma 31, for the 
case where the liftings of T are not necessarily unique. 
LEMMA 5. Let X, G be as above. 
(i) Let X be a lifting of X to R, and Y a lifting of G to X. If 
H’W&n = 0, there xists a symmetric and Y-invariant lifting of T on 
xxx. 
(ii) rf Coker(H’(O,)G -+ HL(NP)&,) = 0, there xist a lifting X of X 
to R, a lifting .Y of G to X and a symmetric and Y-invariant l$ing d of T 
0nXxX. 
Proof. Let X,-, be a lifting of X to Rnpl, G,-, be a lifting of G to X,-, 
and T,- 1 be a symmetric and G,- ,-invariant lif ing of T on X, _, x X, ~, . In 
the definition of the obstruction t  the existence of infinitesimal liftings of 
T n--l, if T,-, is symmetric and G,-,-invariant, the obstruction s also 
symmetric and G,-,- invariant (cf. [7, Section 2.5, Lemma 3 proof]). 
Therefore, the lemma can be proved irectly b the first half part of 
Section 2 and Lemmas 3 and 4. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that 7c + n’ lifts to Jo. Put C, = B OR R,. 
We shall construct inductively successive liftings {(C,, Tn)},“,O of(C, 7’), 
such that T,, is symmetric and p,-invariant, whereP,, denotes the unique 
lifting of p to C,. We also call P,, the hyperelliptic nvolution of C,. Note 
that he liftability of 7c + 7~’ to J, is equivalent to hat of the invertible sheaf 
associated with T on Q X ‘Z. Assume that T is already lifted on
C n-1 x C,- , . Let T,- 1 be a symmetric and p, _ ,-invariant lif ing of T on 
c n-l x C’,- I .Since T,- 1 is p,- ,-invariant, the obstruction o the xistence 
of its ymmetric liftings on C, x C, is also p-invariant. But H’(i’V,)&,, -+ 
H2(&,,) is injective by Proposition 3. Hence the obstruction to the 
liftability of T,-r on C, x C, vanishes by the liftability of B(T,- 1). 
Therefore, by Lemma 3, there exists a ymmetric and p,-invariant lifting of 
T n _, on C, x C,. This ettles theproof of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Proposition 3, H’(N,)&, is generated by 
a,,, = + (dx)q+’ 
over F, . 




Ker [H’ (NT):&, + H’(O,)‘] = 0. 
Hence (C, 7’) lifts to R by Lemma 5. 
Secondly, suppose that fl is a scalar multiplication #O. In this case, the 
Jacobian variety J, of C is an ordinary abelian variety. Forsome n> 1, let 
C n-, be a lifting of C to Rnpl and J,-, be the Picard scheme of C,-, 
relative to Spec R,- , . Then J,, _, is a lifting of Jc to R,- 1. The set of all 
liftings of J,, _ 1 to R n as a principally po arized abelian scheme forms aprin- 
cipal homogeneous space of 3-dimensional subspace ofH’(O,,), where 0, 
denotes the tangent sheaf of Jc (cf. [121). Furthermore, natural maps 
H’(O,) -+ H1(OJC @ @c) and H’(O+) + H’(O,, 0 @c) are both injective. 
Since the genus is two, dim H’(O,) = 3. Therefore, ev ry lifting of Jcto R as 
a principally po arized abelian scheme is also the Picard scheme relative to 
Spec R of some lifting of C to R. 
Now consider thecanonical lifting of J, to R. Take the lifting Q of C to R 
whose Picard scheme Jo relative to Spec R is the canonical lifting of JC. 
Then every endomorphism of Jc over F, lifts to an endomorphism of Jwover 
R (cf. [ 131). Hence T lifts on Q x Q by Theorem 2. This proves Theorem 1. 
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Proof of Proposition 1. The action f(T on ao,, is 
a;, = ep2 det ao,], 
hence if e-* det(z i;)’ # 1, H’(N,)$?,” = 0.Therefore, th  proposition follows 
from Lemmas 4and 5. 
By [5, (a) Section 1.11, ifC is a curve of genus g over F,, (C, Z) is liftable 
only when C has at least (q - l)(g - 1) Fq2-rational p ints. Every curve of 
genus two over F, has more than q- 1 F,*-rational p ints. However, even 
when genus two, there exist C and R, such that here exist nosymmetric 
liftings of (C, 7’) to R. The following proposition is useful for calculating 
such examples. (Concrete xamples are shown in the next section.) 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose p > 5 and R = Z, (the ring of p-adic ntegers). 
Assume that X is a curve of genus g> 2 over Fp whose Hasse-Witt matrix is 
(0), and whose Jacobian variety J,is I;,-simple. Th nT can never be lifted 
on those ltftings 37 x 37 of X x X to R whose first factor and second factor 
are equal. Inparticular, there xist no symmetric ltftings of (X, T) to R. 
Proof: We shall prove that (J,, rr +rr’) does not lift toZ,. Suppose that 
71 + z’ lifts to an endomorpism a of some lifting d of J, to Z, as an abelian 
scheme. Let M(a) be a representation matrix of a with respect to abasis of 
H”(&, Q$,,). Then M(a) = 0 (mod p), for the action of rc + 7r’ to 
H’(J,, R‘) is identically 0 by our assumption that he Hasse-Witt ma rix of
X is (0) (cf. [9, pp. 1321). Hence pg divides det M(a) in Z,. 
Now fix an, embedding Q,C,C. Put &o=z./@zpC and ao=a Oz,C. 
Take an analytic representation CglL+ SB,. Let U be a representation 
matrix of the rational representation of a0 a d S be a representation matrix 
of the analytic representation of a,. Then degree v(ao) = det U and det S= 
det M(a). The rational representation of a, is equivalent to he sum of the 
analytic representation of a, a d its complex conjugate, h nce v(ao) is equal 
to det S . det S. Since rc + rc’ is invariant by the Rosati involution, a0 is also 
invariant. Hence det S= det S, for the analytic representation of the image 
of a0 by the Rosati involution is equivalent to he transpose f the complex 
conjugate of the analytic representation of a,. Therefore, v(ao) is divisible 
by Pan. 
On the other hand, the absolute values of the characteristic rootsof rt + 72’ 
acting onthe Tate module of J,-are <2&. Hence v(n + n’) = v(ao) < 22gpg. 
If J, is F,,-simple, v(7c + n’) # 0, and 
If p> 5, this is a contradiction. 
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5. EXAMPLES 
In this section, we shall discuss the range of applicability of our sufficient 
conditions for q= p = 3, 5,7. Let 
F(x) = a(a,x” + ugxs + * * * + a,), u6 = 1 or 0, 
be a polynomial of degree 5 or 6 over Fp without multiple roots. Let C be 
defined by the quation y* =F(x). Put 
F(x)P-“* = x cixi. 
i>O 
Then the Husse-Witt matrix (denote byH,) of C is 
c*p- I 
CZP-2 
Denote by N, (resp. N,) the number of Fp (resp. Fp2)-rational p ints ofC, 
and by P(u) the numerator fthe zeta function f C over Fp. 
I. p = 3. For every curve C of genus two over F,, there xists a lifting 
of(C, T) toz,. 
Pro05 
H,= ‘* a3 .( ) a1 a4 
But H, # (0), since F(x) = 0 has no multiple roots. 
II. p = 5. By Theorem 1 and Proposition 1, there xists a lifting of 
(C, T) to Z,, except forfive curves in the following table. 
Now we sketch t e proof. For all but one curve of genus two over F,, we 
can choose F(x) with degree 6 and a, = 0. One exceptional curve is y* = 
x5 -xx. 
(i) First, itcan be easily checked that, ifC is the xceptional curve 
y2 = xs -x, (C, 2’) lifts to Z, by Proposition 1. 
(ii) For other curves, we choose to be F(x) of degree 6 with a, = 0. 
Then 
Hc=u2 
u: + 2a,u, + 2u,u, 2u, 
%a0 +a24 1 a:+ 2u,* 
By Theorem 1, if H, # (0), there exists a lifting of (C, 7’) to Z,, 
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TABLE I 
The List of Curves C of Genus Two over F,, for Which 
There Exist no Symmetric Liftings of (C, 7’) to Z, 
F(x) N, N, P(u) 
x6+x+ 1 6 36 1 + 5u2 + 25u4 
=(l +Jj-u+5uZ)(l -\/5u+5u2) 
x6+x+2 6 16 1 - 5u= + 25u4 
=(1+vmu+5u*)(1-J15u+5u2) 
x6+x+3 6 26 1 + 25u4 
=(1+flu+5u2)(1-mu+5uy 
x6+x+4 11 31 1 + 5u + 15u* t 25~~ + 25u4 
= (1 t 1,u t 5d)(l t 1,u t 5u2) 
2(x6+x+4) 1 31 1 - 5u t 15u* - 25~’ t 25u4 
= (1 +y,u t 5d)(l tp*u t 5u2) 
Note. A,, A2 are the roots of t* - 5t t 5 = 0. flu,, ,uz are the roots of t* + 5t t 5 = 0. 
(iii) H, = (0) if and only if 
a, = a3 = a, = 0. 
In the following, assume H, = (0). If a, = 0 or a, = 0, (C, r) is liftable, for 
if a, = 0, there xists anautomorphism (x,y) w (-X, y), satisfying the 
conditions of Proposition 1; ifa,, = 0, C is isomorphic to a curve in the case 
a, =O. 
(iv) The remaining curves are of the following type: 
y2 = ax6 + bx + c, a, b, c f 0. 
There xist Jive curves, listed above, of this type up to isomorphisms. By 
Proposition 4, f rthese curves, there xist no symmetric liftings of (C, T) to 
Z,, for no roots of the numerator of the zeta function of C are contained in 
imaginary quadratic f elds. 
III. p= 7. By the same method as in the case p = 5, we can prove that 
there xists a lifting of (C, T) to Z,, except for the following four curves. For 
these xceptions, there xist no symmetric liftings of (C, T) to Z, by 
Proposition 4. 
Finally, we shall give an application of Proposition 1. 
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TABLE II 
The List of Curves C of Genus Two over F,, for Which 
There Exist no Symmetric Liftings of (C, 7’) to Z, 
F(x) N, N, P(u) 
x6 + x’ - 1 8 22 (1 - 7uZ)2 
x6+2x3+3 1 + 7u= + 49u4 
-(x”+ 2x3 + 3) 
8 64 
= (1 + fi u + 7uZ)(1 - fiu + 7UZ) 
x6 +x4 t 3x3 + 4x2 +x - 1 8 50 1 +49u4 
=(l +~u+7u*)(1-\/i7ju+7uZ) 
PROPOSITION 5. Let C be a curve of genus two over Fq. If C has at least 
one non-trivial automorphism besides the hyperelliptic nvolution, C”” =
C OpgF4” admits a lifting to ether with T(“’ = II’“’ + IIcn” for some large 
enough n(e.g., 12 1n), where I7(“) isthe graph of the q”th power morphism of
C(*’ and I7’“” its transpose. 
Proof. By [6], all but one curve of genus two having non-trivial 
automorphisms besides the hyperelliptic nvolution are isomorphic over an 









y w A3'*(A -P)3'2 (x $3 ' 
This automorphism satisfies th  conditions of Proposition 1. The exceptional 
curve is y* = x’ -1 (p#5)ory2=xs-x(p=5),andbothcurveshavean 
automorphism satisfying the conditions of Proposition 1. Q.E.D. 
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